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AALTO EXCLUSIVE DESIGN ““ ONE OF MARBELLA S STARS ON THE GOLDEN
MILE
KNOWN FOR ITS STAR-STUDDED ATTRACTIONS

PARIS - MARBELLA - COSTA DEL SOL, 08.12.2020, 11:27 Time

USPA NEWS - Many things sparkle on Marbella´s glittering Golden Mile, on the Costa del Sol in Spain. Known for its star-studded
attractions: luxurious hotels, prime real estate, tropical gardens, restaurants, and boutiques - all beautifully wrapped in irresistible
Mediterranean flair. One such star is that of AALTO Exclusive Design, who´s gone onto receiving the Luxury Lifestyle Awards title of
The Best Luxury Interior Design Studio in Spain. This being a phenomenal achievement considering the array of luxurious high-end
suppliers in this first-class region.
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flair. One such star is that of AALTO Exclusive Design, who´s gone onto receiving the Luxury Lifestyle Awards title of The Best Luxury
Interior Design Studio in Spain. This being a phenomenal achievement considering the array of luxurious high-end suppliers in this first-
class region.

Master creators of bespoke high-end furniture pieces, and interior designers that boost new projects with outstanding luxurious style.
Their design philosophy involves boundless design freedom - an Avant Garde approach, complemented by classic influence and
contemporary luxury. Each project offers a brand-new canvas from which they create magnificent interiors and inspiring spaces.

Their range of service extends from residential clients to commercial projects, whether it be a private home, vacation villa, luxury hotel
reception area, retail area or a restaurant. AALTO´s master craftsmen and professionals are among the best in their field, consistently
delivering creative design concepts and going above-and-beyond in interpreting and producing to the clients´ brief. They work with
industry professionals such as Developers, Architects and Realtors in putting the projects together with precision.  

A visit to the 800m2 showroom is a highlight, where they showcase exceptional design samples. Visitors can look forward to grabbing
a cup of coffee and speaking to one of the highly specialized designers about their ideas and vision. Purchase bespoke furniture
pieces, artworks, accessories, or furnishings from globally acclaimed producers such the Luxury Living Group (which regroups
Trussardi, Fendi, Bentley, Bugatti etc) Flexform, Potocco, Casadesus, Vibia, Penta, Bomma.

On receiving this stellar award, Ness Yammine, Managing Partner for AALTO Exclusive Designs says “This award means the world to
us and especially to Jana Novakova, Interior Design Director and her entire team, who work tirelessly and joyfully in producing tailor
made interiors for our valued clients. It is moments like this that fuel our energy and creativity, especially after the disruptive year we
have all had. Thank you, Luxury Lifestyle Awards“�.

AALTO Exclusive Designs is truly a flagship creative in Marbella, making bold strides in the design industry locally and in far reaching
places across the world.

For more information:

Luxury Lifestyle Awards
https://luxurylifestyleawards.com/

AALTO Exclusive Design
http://aaltoexclusivedesign.com/en/aalto-exclusive-design-marbella/
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http://www.portfolio.uspa24.com/
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